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Perfect Square. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Ryo Takamisaki (illustrator). Paperback. 208
pages. Dimensions: 7.4in. x 5.0in. x 0.7in.The year is 200X and everyone is now connected to the
Cyber Network. People carry their own PET (Personal Terminal) and are paired up with an artificial
intelligence program called a NetNavi (or NetNavigator). Computers have turned the world into a
bright and shiny utopia but theres always trouble in paradise. While the invention of the PET and
NetNavis has brought great benefits to the world, computer hacking, virus spreading and other
high-tech crimes are becoming a major problem. A sinister organization by the name of World Three
has appeared and theyfve vowed to destroy this technological wonderland. Enter our young hero,
Lan Hikari, an intensely curious and cheerful fifth grader. Synchronized with his NetNavigator,
MegaMan, he becomes a super-charged dynamo. In and out of the Net, Lan and MegaMan do their
best to thwart World Threes never-ending quest to take over the world! This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD-- Rudolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist-- Timmothy Schulist
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